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1.  How are both flexibility and student choices provided for the following presentation 
features in the instructional materials:  

 Fonts: 
o Type and size.  
o Colors and background colors can be adjusted.  

 Background: High contrast color settings are available.  
 Text-to-speech tools 
 All images have alt tags.  
 All videos are captioned.  
 Text, image tags, and captioning sent to refreshable Braille displays.  

 
Prentice Hall® Psychology, 2nd Edition on MyPsychLab with eText is available in accessible versions. 
The program provides flexibility and options for student choices with regard to the following presentation 
features in the instructional materials through the standard Student eTexts and web-based eTexts.: 

 eText layouts and page features allow students to easily adjust  page view/fonts size/images for 
optimal viewing. Adjustment of colors and background colors can be done using the devices’ 
built-in manufacturers settings or built-in browser settings (ie: brightness of tablets, dimming of 
screens etc., color of fonts and backgrounds)  

 The website based MyPsychLab provides complete Prentice Hall Psychology text in audio format, 

the audio text can be used standalone or in conjunction with the print textbook to help students 

read the text and better understand each concept. 
 All images have alt tags built-in and coded as needed.  

 All videos are captioned. The Learning Objectives (Adobe Flash®  Video) support synchronized 
captions. The videos in the Video Series provide captions. The videos in the Virtual Brain (Adobe 
Flash®) video do not provide captions. The videos in the Virtual Brain (HTML) do support 
captions. 

 Requesting digital files for Higher Education titles with a copyright of 2000 or later 
Use the following form to request digital versions of Pearson Higher Ed and AP titles. Enter 
“Confidential” where student information is requested. Important: Requests must include a 
School email address. 
https://order.superlibrary.com/Comergent/en/US/adirect/pearson?cmd=DisabilityRequestForm 

 
2. How are the following navigation features provided in the instructional materials:  

 Non-text navigation elements (buttons, icons, etc.) can be adjusted in size.  
 All navigation elements and menu items have keyboard shortcuts.  
 All navigation information can be sent to refreshable Braille displays.  

 



Prentice Hall® Psychology, 2nd Edition on MyPsychLab with eText navigation features in the 
instructional materials include: 

 Non-text navigation elements such as buttons, icons, arrows, etc. that can be adjusted in size 
using eText page view controls and the devices’ built-in or browser options.  

 For details for Braille and Braille displays: Requesting digital files for Higher Education titles with 
a copyright of 2000 or later. Use the following form to request digital versions of Pearson Higher 
Ed and AP titles. Enter “Confidential” where student information is requested. Important: 
Requests must include a School email address. 
https://order.superlibrary.com/Comergent/en/US/adirect/pearson?cmd=DisabilityRequestForm 

 

3. How are the following study tools provided in the instructional materials:  

 Highlighters are provided in the four standard colors (yellow, rose, green, blue) 
 Highlighted text can be automatically extracted into another document.  
 Note taking tools are available for students to write ideas online; as they are 

processing curriculum content. 
 

 
Prentice Hall® Psychology, 2nd Edition on MyPsychLab with eText provides the following study tools 
where:   

 The standard eText highlighting is available in blue. 
 Highlighted text can be viewed in the eText and can be turned on and off as needed; however, 

highlighted texts extraction into another document is not available at this time.   
 The note taking tool in the eText is available for students and teachers to use online as they are 

processing information /instructing curriculum content.   
 

4. Which of the following assistive technology supports, by product name, have you tested 
for use with  the instructional materials: 

 Assistive technology software that can be run in the background. Examples include:  

1. Magnification 
2. Text-to-speech 
3. Text-to-American Sign Language  
4. On-screen keyboards  
5. Switch scanning controls  
6. Speech-to-text  

 
Prentice Hall® Psychology, 2nd Edition on MyPsychLab with eText provides the following student 
magnification of the web and mobile base eText plus our web-based within the MyLab provide a complete 
audio version of the text. 

For all other items listed these would need to be requested. Requesting digital files for Higher Education 
titles with a copyright of 2000 or later. Use the following form to request digital versions of Pearson Higher 
Ed and AP titles. Enter “Confidential” where student information is requested. Important: Requests must 
include a School email address. 
https://order.superlibrary.com/Comergent/en/US/adirect/pearson?cmd=DisabilityRequestForm 

 

5. For students with special needs who require paper materials based upon the IEP, how are 
the materials provided for students currently not able to access digital materials? 
Prentice Hall® Psychology, 2nd Edition – Pearson provides a print textbook version of the student 
edition eText. Contact your Pearson Account General Manger to purchase this version. 


